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GREEK CAMPAIGN 
 

RAF Middle East and British Air Forces Greece 
 
From 211 Squadron website: 
 
Within days of the Italian invasion, ACM Longmore (AOC-in-C RAF Middle East) had sent 30 Squadron 
(with bomber and fighter Blenheim Is and IFs) to Greece, an initiative warmly approved by Churchill. 

Before the Italians struck, it had been Longmore who resisted all blandishments to divert aircraft to 
Greece. Now, aware of Wavell's pending December offensive in Egypt and against considerable 
barracking from the British ambassador to Greece, it was Anthony Eden in Cairo who counselled against 
further commitment. The Foreign Secretary pressed his case to Churchill by signal and by offering to 
return to London to amplify his position. As an increasingly testy Prime Minister signalled him “Do not 
return”, the CAS signalled Longmore to provide the greatest possible material support to Greece.  

Despite a possible fresh Italian advance into Egypt (and the pressing priority of air support for Wavell's 
planned counter-attack), Longmore took no half-measures. Recognising at the outset that the only 
possible contribution would be a token force at high risk of loss, Longmore sought the best chance of 
survival for his airmen by digging as deep as his short pockets would allow. Of the existing 16 Middle East 
squadrons, no less than one-quarter was detached forthwith to form British Air Forces Greece (BAFG). 
The force so formed represented near half the available fighter and bomber strength of the Command. 

Thus by the end of November, 30 Squadron had been joined by three more squadrons: 211 and 84 (with 
Blenheim Is) and 80 (Gloster Gladiators, re-equipped with Hawker Hurricanes in late February). With this 
small force, AVM D'Albiac immediately set about providing strategic air support to the Greek counter-
offensive. 

Through November and December, the Greeks rapidly drove the invading Italian forces from North-
Western Greece and back into Albania. Despite poor winter weather and even poorer road and transport 
conditions, they stoutly resisted fresh Italian advances from early January. By late February, however, the 
military situation was such that the Greek government agreed to accept further air support and land forces 
as well.  

 

Bristol Blenheim Mk 1 (30, 84 & 211 Squadrons) 
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Gloster Gladiator (as 80 Squadron) in the tropics somewhere 
 

 
 

This actually is an 80 Squadron Hurricane in the desert somewhere 
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In an early December visit, 112 Squadron delivered Gladiators to the RAF and Royal Hellenic Air Force. 
By March, BAFG had been reinforced with the return of 112 Squadron (still with Gladiators) and the arrival 
of 113 and 11 Squadrons (Blenheim IVs) and 33 Squadron (Hurricanes). From Egypt, Vickers Wellingtons 
of 37 and 70 Squadrons operated mainly at night against Italian ports.  

BAFG had been formed on an undertaking of urgent re-supply of RAF Middle East from the UK. The 
further reinforcement of BAFG contemplated in Athens, Cairo and London could only then be achieved by 
the demanding convoy and air-ferry route through Takoradi on the West African Gold Coast and on to 
Egypt. 

The difficulties of this feat, first by convoy through hostile waters, followed by aircraft assembly at 
Takoradi, and then by air across 2,000 miles of desert, were not fully appreciated in London. Heated 
exchanges arose between Churchill and Longmore about the serviceable strength of ME Cmd as against 
(crated) aircraft sent from the UK. By 1942, the Takoradi route was indeed delivering splendid results but 
in 1941 the re-supply task was still truly formidable.  

While accounts of the order of battle differ within the various official records, as do accounts of losses, at 
its greatest strength BAFG comprised 10 operational RAF squadrons (2 of which were reconnaissance 
units), two FAA units and a number of other detachments, never reaching the mooted 14 Squadron total.  

211 Squadron goes to Greece 
 
With the small force at his disposal and despite heavy Greek pressure for close support, D'Albiac 
determined upon the course of action that was all a hard-pressed air commander could then afford: a 
strategic campaign against the enemy's disembarkation ports (Durazzo and Valona) and lines of 
communication (Elbasan, Tepelene for example). 
 

 
 

...we joined formation and struck North [Wings Over Olympus] 
A small fin flash, and no obvious aircraft codes (though such details were sometimes censored) 

Whatever the Greek Government's views on close support, it initially had the greatest reluctance to 
provide suitable forward all-weather landing grounds, again for fear of provoking a German response. 
Accordingly, 211 was posted initially to Tatoi (Menidi) near Athens. From there, it was a long and difficult 
flight in filthy winter weather to attack the Italian rear, deep in Albania.  

Typically, just one day after the air party's arrival at Menidi the Greyhounds mounted their first raid of the 
Greek campaign: a full squadron operation against Durazzo, on the coast of Albania some 350 miles from 
Athens.  

As BAFG reinforcements arrived, D'Albiac was able to offer closer support to the delight of the Greeks. 
The Squadron moved forward to Paramythia (literally, valley of legends) in NW Greece, with 80 Squadron 
at Yannina in support. When things hotted up in the early Spring 211 withdrew temporarily to Menidi, but 
were back at Paramythia by the last week of March 1941.  
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By early Spring (25 March), reverses inflicted on the Italians brought German forces into the campaign, 
first invading Yugoslavia and then, in overwhelming force from the North and North-East, Greece. British 
and Australian troops had barely arrived. The RAF as BAFG had at that date eight Squadrons of around 
80 serviceable aircraft, facing about 160 Italian and perhaps 800 Luftwaffe (Luftflotte 4) aircraft.  

 

The Bish (Squadron CO) leads the way...[Wings Over Olympus] 
Again, the small flash and no visible codes (and flying well below hilltop height) 

 
Easter Sunday 1941 
 
That day, 13 April 1941, 211 sent two flights (six of the seven remaining serviceable aircraft) against 
elements of Stumme's 40 Motorised Corps, streaming through the Monastir Gap. For this raid, no fighter 
escort was available. All six aircraft were lost. 

Just two of the 18 aircrew survived, only to be shot down in another incident shortly after: thus only one of 
the 211 members who took part survived the raid. Two of the aircrew lost were not in fact 211 personnel, 
but were “having a look”—Wing Commander Coote and Squadron Leader Cryer, the OC Western Wing 
and his deputy.  

In 1993, the remains of one of the six lost Blenheims (Buchanan and Co’s L1434) were recovered from 
Lake Prespa by a combined HAF/Army team. The story was briefly told in Aeroplane Monthly (October 
1993) and at length in Blenheim Over the Balkans. 

The end in Greece 
 
The last 211 Squadron operations in Greece were of individual aircraft on the night of 19/20 April 1941. 
The Squadron was then almost immediately withdrawn, with their remaining aircraft in varying states of 
serviceability or by (commandeered Imperial Airways) flying boat, through Crete to Egypt.  
 
(The first two photographs were) probably taken with a box Brownie by a crew member or passenger on 
one of the evacuation flights from Greece. Flying at about 100ft altitude and possibly on the same trip, 
given the uniformly flat hazy light. The same BOAC aircraft, going on the identically incomplete 
camouflage. Applied only to the waterline, the aim was to make the unarmed civil flying boats look like the 
230 Squadron Sunderlands that often—but not always—flew close escort with them on the long hostile 
waters flight to Egypt. Overnighting at Suda Bay in Crete, Coorong and Cambria made 13 return trips with 
469 service personnel evacuated from Greece between 22 April and 5 May 1941, in addition to the efforts 
of 230 Squadron.  Jim Fryatt was evacuated aboard Cambria. The story of these flights is recounted in 
Phil Sims’ Adventurous Empires, and in Brian Cassidy’s Flying Empires - which states:- 
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Short C Class: Coorong or Cambria, SW Crete, April 1941 (Sims collection via Brian Cassidy) 
 

 
 

Cambria in her more usual Imperial Airways colours 
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“On April 1941, two (Empire Flying-) 'boats, 'UV CAMBRIA (6 round trips)and 'UI COORONG (7 round trips), 

were detached for a three week period to help with the evacuation of the Allied forces from Crete. The 'boats 

operated from Alexandria, departing in the late afternoon to arrive at Suda Bay at last light for a 'night stop', 

departing at daybreak with RAF personnel. Crews were formed from a pool of five Captains, five First Officers, five 

Radio Officers and three Flight Engineers. Once made up the crews were shuttled backwards and forwards by car 

from Cairo to the ‘boats at Alexandria. 

 

The sorties were flown at wave top height, usually making a landfall near Selia, climbing to clear the White 

Mountains across the twenty kilometre waist of the island, rounding Cape Dhrapanon to Suda.  Sometimes the 'boats 

were escorted by Sunderlands, sometimes they flew together and sometimes singly. Typical loads were thirty-five 

RAF men.  No one worried about load sheets or load distribution. When the passenger hatch threshold was about to 

ship water, loading was halted. Once, 'UI COORONG (Captain J.M.L.Davys) and a crew of five took out forty-seven 

passengers. 'UI was then fitted with seats for twenty passengers.  The thirteen round trips, the last on 5 May, carried 

a total of four hundred and sixty-nine passengers, most of whom had been rescued from Greece by Sunderlands.  

The extra flights to and from Suda Bay were made . . . without mishap.” 

 

 

 
 

Short Brothers Sunderland Flying Boat 

 
Final Word 

The RAF narrative of the Greek campaign records that the four Blenheim bomber squadrons between 
them lost 91 aircraft, of which 61 were lost in battle. Total BAFG aircrew casualties were 148 killed and 
missing plus a further 15 prisoners of war.  Of these 163 personnel, 150 were aircrew. 
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Overall RAF Organisation in Greece, 1940-41 

 

 


